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In LITERACY this term we are learning to- 

Writing  

- Continue to focus on editing and uplevelling our work. 

- Use ICT to publish our writing 

- learn and apply new spelling rules by following the Stockbridge 

spelling program  

- to plan and write a range of fiction and non-fiction pieces including 

different styles of poetry, scripts, comic book strips, book review. 

- Use Scots language in our own writing   

 

Reading 

-  to use group reader roles to develop our understanding of a text.  

- to comment on an author’s use of language (similes, metephors, 

personification) in a range of poetry.  

- to summarise what we have read into our own words.  

- to use context clues to help understand the meaning of new 

vocabulary – Scottish poetry 

- comment on theme and genre  

 

Listening and Talking  

- Use tone and body language to be expressive – Burns recital 

- Speak clearly and audibly (Burns recital)   

- Evaluate others performances and explain their reasons  

- Use relevant and interesting information when presenting 

(political party pitch) 

- Use variety of vocabulary and props suitable for purpose 

and audience (political party pitch)  

 

In NUMERACY AND MATHEMATICS we are working on: 

 

Whole Number:  

- Answering word problems by ‘translating’ key vocabulary, 

imagining the situation or drawing/acting it out  

- Adding and subtracting decimals using both mental and 

written methods.  

- Multiplying decimal numbers using both mental and written 

methods.  

- Dividing decimal numbers by a single digit using mental and 

written methods  

- Solving problems that involve percentages.  

 

Time:  

- The relationship between speed distance and time  

- Solve problems involving time  

- Plan using time  

In HEALTH AND WELLBEING … 

P.E will take place on a Monday, Thursday and Wednesday. Pupils must 

bring appropriate kit on these days.  

In P.E our first focus will be on Scottish dance. We will be learning 

several of the traditional ceilidh dances before moving on to create our 

own dances using the Scottish dance movements. We will then move on 

to central net games where our focus will be volleyball. Children will 

learn the different moves used when handling the ball. They will also 

learn to work in teams and how the separate roles work together to 

make for success. Learners will also develop an awareness of rules and 

refereeing.  

As part of the Edinburgh ‘Building Resilience’ scheme we will be learning 

about ‘talking it through’’. We will be looking at how we can manage our 

worries by sharing them with others rather than keeping things to 

ourselves and letting them grow.  

We will be learning about LIVING AND GROWING as part of the 

relationships, sexual health and parenthood curriculum.  

   

Our INTERDISCIPLINARY LEARNING TOPIC this term is…Scotland. 

We will be covering this through 2 separate strands. We will first look at 

Scottish culture with a focus on Burns writing, Scots language and 

traditional celebrations. This will all lead up to a Burns dinner that we will 

have in class.  

Our second focus is the Scottish Parliament where we will explore how 

parliament works as well as key figures/parties before creating our own 

parties and manifestos. By the end of this topic your child will be able to:  

- Use and translate some Scottish words 

- Explain the traditions around Burns night  

- Compare elements of Scottish culture to the culture of others 

- Demonstrate an understanding of Scottish Politics  

- Take part in a mock election campaign  

- Research current political issues 

OTHER LEARNING AND WIDER SCHOOL LIFE… 

- In science, we will be looking at lifecycles and inheritance. 

Learners will develop an understanding of how each life 

cycle is unique to a species. They will also learn which 

characteristics are inherited and which are not.   

- We will continue to develop our French vocabulary with Miss 

Martinez   

- Mrs Mo, our Mandarin teacher, will be helping us to further 

build our Mandarin vocabulary    

- P7 will have music with Mrs Martinez every Monday  

  

OTHER NEWS AND REMINDERS… 

- 23rd March digital workshop (in school)  

- 14th March trip to the National Museum for Generating Power 

workshop  

- 28th March sponsored walk for Mpeni 

 

Please remember to check your child’s Online Learning Journal and add 

Wider Achievements from home. 

I look forward to an exciting term ahead. 

Miss Stewart 


